
NAIFA 2017 End of Session Report 

The legislative session began on January 9th with Democrats controlling both legislative chambers in near 

super majorities (60% or more) and a democratic governor. The two chambers introduced over 1500 

bills the first day and then adjourned until February 1st, when the session began in earnest.  The 

adjournment was preplanned, in that by taking most of January off they could continue session until July 

10 and not exceed the constitutional limit of 160 days.   

During the two week break the bills were assigned to committees by the presiding officers so when they 

started up again things were ready to move.  Even though the Democrats had large majorities, 

leadership of both chambers were hesitant to bring forward controversial bills as they knew they would 

need votes from Republicans eventually to pass the tax increases they expected to need to balance the 

budget.  As the session neared the end and the tax votes finished, the controversial bills came forward 

and many long time Capitol watchers declared the 2017 session as one of the most divisive in history. 

The insurance industry was not left out of the controversy as speaker Kotek brought to the floor a new 

mandate on health insurers.  The bill, HB 3391, requires insurance companies to cover “without 

deductible, coinsurance, copayment or any other cost-sharing requirement”, all women’s reproductive 

health services and procedures.  It was one of the first lightning rod bills brought to the floor of the 

House and tenor of the debate did not subside until the session concluded. 

When the session began there were two bills on the list which directly affected NAIFA members and the 

board had chosen to oppose, SB 95 and SB 332. While both bills ultimately passed, the paths and 

outcomes for NAIFA on each was quite different. 

SB 95 is the bill from DCBS making financial advisors mandatory reporters of suspected financial 

exploitation of vulnerable adults.  This bill went through 2 senate committees and a single house 

committee and we made improvements to the bill in each.  Ultimately, thanks to Representatives Barker 

and Olson, the most offensive parts of the bill were modified and your NAIFA board decided to support 

the bill and it passed.   

While still requiring mandatory reporting, now only financial transactions which are wrongful, 

threatening or done without the consent of the vulnerable adult are reportable.  Prior to this change, 

any transaction which was not for the benefit of the person would have been reportable.  In my 

testimony, I pointed out that this would have required a financial advisor to report if an elderly client 

was buying gifts for family members for Christmas or birthdays.  DCBS also agreed to reduce the 

penalties from criminal to civil and provide training on the new laws prior to implementation in 2018.  I 

would encourage all financial advisors to watch for and attend a training session on the new 

requirements.   

SB 332 is the bill that allows for insurance rebates, except for health insurance.  Nationwide Insurance 

was the key proponent of this bill as they were trying to align the laws in Oregon with those of 

Washington and Idaho.  When the senate committee amended the bill to keep the current prohibition 



on premium rebates and include insurance producers as those who could offer rebates, all the other 

groups who were in opposition changed their position.   

Nationwide presented the bill as a pro-consumer bill, in that if the law is mandating you purchase a 

product such as car insurance, why not get a small (up to $100) gift for your purchase.  Legislators 

bought into this idea and I was unable to convince them of the potential downside this could lead to.  

The bill ended up passing both chambers with nearly unanimous votes and will take effect on January 1, 

2018.  Producers will need to determine if they should offer rebates in the form of “prize, goods, wares, 

merchandise, articles or property” to stay competitive in the future. 

Tax reform, or maybe more accurately calling it “increasing tax on business” was a major topic during 

the entire session.  Senator Hass lead the discussion of changing from corporate income tax to business 

gross receipts tax. The bill ended up not having enough support to get out of the committee as some 

Democrat members decided that Chair Hass included too many exemptions for certain business sectors 

and all Republicans opposed it on grounds of unfairness to small businesses.  

I worked with Chair Hass to make sure that insurance producers would be treated fairly if a bill moved 

forward.  In every version which was drafted, insurance premiums collected by producers would have 

been exempt from the definition of gross receipts.  This was important to keep in the bill, and will be 

important as the discussion continues, to make sure you are not required to pay tax money that only 

passes through your business.   

The other issue on business taxes was a bill to increase taxes on LLC’s and Chapter S Corporations, also 

known as “pass-through entities”.  HB 2060 was the bill, and did this by removing certain lines of 

business from the 2013 legislation which lowered taxes on these pass-through entities in exchange for 

increasing taxes on large C-Corporations.  Insurance based businesses would have been included on the 

list of businesses to be removed from the lower tax rates had the bill succeeded.  It did pass the House 

with 31 votes when 3 Democrats joined with all the Republicans in opposition but died in the Senate.   

While Oregon’s constitution requires 36 votes in the House to pass a measure to “raise revenue”, this 

bill was declared not “revenue raising” because it removed a tax exemption instead of increasing a tax 

rate.  To me, this amounts to the same thing, but the clever attorneys in the legislature declare one is 

different from the other.     

The next legislative session is only 6 months away.  The rules adopted by both chambers allow for each 

representative to introduce 2 bills, each senator 1 bill, each interim committee 3 bills and the executive 

and judicial branches each 5 bills.  The deadline to request a bill is November 21, 2017, so if there is an 

issue you feel needs to be addressed next year you will need to contact me very soon.   These rules 

don’t apply to the presiding officers or budget bills, so assuming all legislators and committees introduce 

the maximum number of bills there will be at least 235 bills to be dealt with beginning February 1st, 

2018.  In only 35 days, controversial measures are difficult to pass, so bill sponsors will need to be 

working on their bills before February if they expect to be successful.   



Also remember that the best time to contact legislators is when they are not in session.  NAIFA members 

should be meeting with their senators and representatives in the local communities.  Get to know them 

and let the NAIFA staff know those with whom you have personal relationships.  That information will 

help us in the future when we need a favor from a key legislator, we will know who to have contact 

them. 

 

 


